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1 About this document 
The Dutch Pathology Society has decided to implement a national Pathology Image Exchange 

(PIE) solution, starting during the spring 2017. Initially 10 labs will be connected and grow up 

to the majority of Pathology labs in Holland. The technical solution for PIE is cloud based and 

built on standards such as DICOM, XDS and follows relevant IHE profiles. Since these 

standards are not fully implemented in digital pathology yet, the solution also supports 

proprietary file formats and ways of integrating with LIS and IMS systems.  

 

This document describes the interface for automatically uploading pathology images to the PIE 

Image Repository for sharing when there is no local XDS and DICOM compliant IMS. As an 

alternative to the automatic upload, PIE also offers the possibility of manually uploading 

images using the PIE Web Upload Page, this is not further described in this document. 

 

The automatic uploading interface requires the local installation of the Sectra PIE Import 

Service (SPIS) component responsible for managing the actual upload of images to the PIE 

Image Repository.  

 

For automatic image upload to the PIE environment 

PIE Image Import API 
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2 Description 

 
The LIS/IMS drops (4) a pathology image together with a metadata file describing the slide 

details in a folder used for temporary storage for upload to PIE. The LIS/IMS provides the PIE 

case key in the metadata file1. The file names of the image and metadata files correspond.  

 

 

Alternatively, if the images are on DICOM format the DICOM header can optionally be used 

for providing the slide details instead of using a metadata file.  

 

The locally installed SPIS2 monitors (5) the folder and uploads (6a) the images to PIE Image 

Repository using the slide details from the metadata file3 or DICOM header. 

 

When the image has been successfully uploaded and imported (6c) into the PIE Image 

Repository, the SPIS removes (7a) the local image file and metadata file from the temporary 

storage. Hence the LIS/IMS will use the same folder (7b) for notification that an image has been 

uploaded successfully to PIE and is available for viewing. 

 

After sharing has been completed, typically by the signing of a report, the LIS/IMS can initiate 

(12) the removal of the images from the PIE Image Repository as a mean of reducing image 

storage space in the PIE Image Repository.    

                                                      
1 The PIE case key is provided by CORE UDPS (2), either by request or by DT specifying the format of 

the PIE case key.  
2 Sectra PIE Import Service 
3 I.e. no slide details are retrieved from any slide barcodes hence this is designed to work independently 

of which types of slide labels, barcodes and barcode content that is used in the lab. 
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3 Supported events  

3.1 LIS/IMS -> PIE 
The following are the supported events coming from LIS/IMS to PIE. 

Event name Description Consequences in PIE 

Upload 
pathology image 
to PIE Image 
Repository 

Image file and 
metadata file 
(alternatively DICOM 
file and no metadata 
file) stored in folder 
monitored by SPIS 

The image is uploaded and imported into the PIE Image 
Repository.  

The PIE case key will be used for the following properties in 
the PIE environment: Patient ID, Patient name, Accession 
number. 

The lab ID, configured on the import source, will be stored in 
the Institution field of the PIE environment. 

The Report ID or T-number will be stored in the Examination 
ID field of the PIE environment. 

 

3.2 PIE -> LIS/IMS 
The following are the supported events coming from PIE to LIS/IMS. 

Event name Description Consequences in LIS/IMS 

Image 
successfully 
uploaded to PIE 

SPIS has removed 
image file and 
metadata file 
(alternatively DICOM 
file and no metadata 
file) from folder 
monitored by SPIS 

LIS/IMS use this as notification when each image has been 
successfully uploaded to PIE and is available for viewing. 
When all images are uploaded (as known by the LIS/IMS) this 
will typically trigger the event of sending the sharing job to 
Lab2Lab. 
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4 Metadata JSON format for Upload image to PIE 
The metadata file for describing the slide details of a pathology image is written on JSON 

format, example below, and has the same file name as the corresponding image file with the 

extra file ending “.import”. The SPIS reads the file name of the image file and metadata file to 

identify the correct metadata file, retrieves the slide details from the metadata file and then 

imports the image. There should be one metadata file per image. 

 

 

 

Below is an example of how the metadata file should be formatted. 

 
{ 

"RequestId": "ASDHFJANCAWK", 

"ExamId": "T16-12345", 

"Staining": { 

"Name": "HE" 

}, 

"Block": { 

"Name": "1A" 

} 

} 

 

 

RequestId  The PIE case key as specified by Lab2Lab. A non-human readable code used as 

the transaction ID. 

 

ExamId The readable reportID, also known as “T-number”, of the sending lab,  

e.g. T16-12345. 

 

Staining  The staining abbreviation for the slide, e.g. HE, Ki67, PGR.  

 

Block   The specimen followed by the block information, e.g. 1A, 2B, IIIA, IVB 
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5 DICOM header for Upload image to PIE 
The DICOM header should be defined according to DICOM Supp 145 and Supp 122, with the 

extra notice of the following fields: 

DICOM 
Attribute 
Tag 

Attribute 
Name 

Description Value Comments 

0008,0050 Accession 
Number 

PIE case key  Example = 

ASDHFJANCAWK 

The PIE case key as specified by 
Lab2Lab. A non human readable 
code used as the transaction ID.  

0008,0080 Institution 
Name  

The lab ID of 
the sending 
lab 

Example: UMCU 
Currently not used in PIE, added for 
future possible extension 

0010,0010 Patient's 
Name 

  IMS is responsible for assuring that 
this field is empty or anonymous 

0010,0020 Patient ID   IMS is responsible for assuring that 
this field is empty or anonymous 

0020,000E Series 
Instance 
Uid 

  Used when connecting multiple 
instances/files for a slide to the 
correct slide. Same for all files in the 
slide  

0020,0010 Study ID The reportID/T 
number of the 
sending lab 

T16-12345 The readable reportID, also known as 
“T-number”, of the sending lab 

0040,0560 Specimen 
Description 
Sequence 

Specimen, 
block and 
staining 
information 

Example: IIB HE Specimen, block and staining 
information is read from this 
sequence according to supplement 
122 
(ftp://medical.nema.org/medical/dico
m/final/sup122_ft2.pdf). Specimen 
and block name is read using code 
P3-4000A / 111709 (or 121041 if 
missing). Staining is read from P3-
00003 / F-61D98.  

 

 

 

ftp://medical.nema.org/medical/dicom/final/sup122_ft2.pdf
ftp://medical.nema.org/medical/dicom/final/sup122_ft2.pdf
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